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INTRODUCTION 

In May 1979, the Indiana and Michigan Power Company dis

covered cracking in two feedwater lines in Unit No. 2 of the D.  

C. Cook Power Station. The cracks resulted in leakage through 

the two pipe sections involved. Subsequent examinations con

firmed that the cracks had occurred through the base metal ad

jacent to the weld joints.  

The pipe size was 16" diameter. The cracking occurred in 

elbows adjacent to the two steam generator nozzle welds. The 

circumferential cracks resulting in the steam leaks were located 

on the elbow side of the girth welds.  

Similar cracking has occurred in the feedwater piping at
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veloped in the base metal adjacent to the girth welds.  

The cracking conditions have been associated primarily 

with corrosion fatigue, where the fatigue represents the pri

mary cause.  

Many similar failures have occurred in piping in fossil 

fuel power plants, chemical plants, paper mills, and related in

stallations. The failure patterns generally are very similar.  

The gradually progressive cracking is primarily caused by fa

tigue and corrosion. These types of failures normally result 

in leaks. The pipes involved generally are, and have been read

ily repair welded.  

To determine the extent of similar conditions of cracking 

in various other nuclear plants, the Nuclear Regulatory Commis

sion issued Bulletin No. IE 79-13 (Appendix A). This Bulletii 

required that Licensees operating steam generators fabricated 

by Westinghouse or Combustion Engineering perform radiographic 

examinations of feedwater nozzle-to-pipe welds. The evaluation 

was to be performed in accordance with Section III of the ASME 

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Subsection NC, Article NC-500 

(Appendix B).  

The radiography was to be performed to the 2T penetrame

ter sensitivity level.  

Although the concern should involve primarily evidence of 

cracking in the pipe base metal, the Licensees were also asked 

to identify weld defects on the radiographic films.  

Evidence of cracking or weld discontinuities were to be 

reported to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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The piping system originally was subject to the require

ments of ANSI B31.1. This Standard did not require radiographic 

examination of the butt welds in the auxiliary feedwater piping, 

which involves a size of 31" OD by 0.435" wall. (Other ASME 

Standards similarly would not require radiographic examination 

of these butt welds at the applicable design conditions).  

An isometric sketch of the auxiliary feedwater piping is 

shown in Fig. 1. A layout drawing is provided in Fig. 2.  

The auxiliary feedwater piping is normally subject to a 

temperature of 60oF and a pressure of 1100 psig.  

The nozzle connections involve welding neck flanges with 

butt welds between the flanges and the headers, and between the 

flanges and the pipe leaks. On the pipe side, an elbow is weld

ed to the welding neck flange.  

The weld end preparation was a standard 37jo bevel with a 

1/8" thick land at the weld root. The weld was fit up without 

a backing ring and with a weld root spacing of approximately 1/8".  

Welding was done by the inert-gas tungsten-arc root pass 

process. Each butt weld was then completed by shielded metal-arc 

welding utilizing AWS E7018 electrodes.  

The welding procedures and welders were qualified to Sec

tion IX of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.  

RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION 

In accordance with Bulletin IE 79-13, nozzle welds in the 

feedwater piping of Unit No. 1 at the Oconee Nuclear Power Station 

were inspected by radiographic examination.
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The radiographic examination was performe 1,9i&_6 6 y 

and Wilcox Company. The radiographic examination was done with 

Iridium 192 isotopes and Kodak Type DR film.  

The radiographic film technique is considered acceptable, 

as the penetrameters were discernible on the radiographic films.  

(These conclusions are based upon the examination of the original 

radiographic films. It is recognized that prints of radiographic 

films will define somewhat less clearly penetrameters and weld 

contour variations than the original radiographic film negatives).  

Copies of the original inspection reports are provi'4ed in 

Appendix C.  

The radiographic films were subsequently examined in de

tail by personnel representing Duke Power Company, and by this 

writer.  

In addition to the welds, the radiographic films covered 

at least l" of the base metal adjacent to the weld joint. This 

is the area where normally, cracking associated with fatigue en

hanced by corrosion (or corrosion fatigue) has occurred.  

WELD INTERPRETATION 

There was no evidence of any cracking in the flange or el

bow base metals adjacent to the butt welds involved.  

There was also no evidence of cracking in any of the weld 

deposits.  

The first interpretation reports are provided in Appendix D.  

As would be expected in welds not subject to radiographic 

examination requirements, intermittent weld defects were apparent 

in a number of these welds. Typical examples are illustrated in 

Figs. 3 to 9.
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tent porosity and slag and tungsten inclusions. At a few loca

tions, slight concavity was also apparent.  

In some instances, the indications which appeared as poros

ity actually represented entrapped weld splatter. This is evi

denced by the ring-like, rather than spherical hole-like appear

ance of the porosity. This may be due to difficulties in access

ibility around the weld circumference. These splatter inclusion 

type defects, however, are not critical.  

The weld roots generally exhibited good ID root appearance.  

In some instances, where the underside of the weld and the inside 

of the pipe were accessible for the open flange end, the welder 

also appears to have done some grinding of the weld underside.  

The root weld bead, particularly where it penetrates be

low the inside pipe surface, may exhibit root bead edges. This 

may give the appearance of a slag line on the radiographic film.  

This condition tends to occur at tack welds, or in weld repairs.  

It is neither harmful nor rejectable..  

DISCUSSION 

The weld quality is typical of acceptable pipe welds made 

under Section I of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, or 

the American National Standards Institute B31.1, as applicable 

to feedwater piping involving sizes not subject to radiographic 

examination.  

Where subsequent radiographic examinations are performed 

for information, these welds generally have been judged as ac

ceptable. Failures have not resulted from the types of internal
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Many of the defects are well within the acceptable limits 

of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. In a few instances, 
the defects would be considered borderline under the interpreta

tion standards, even though they would not cause cracking and 

weld failures. Moreover, where these defects are considered bor

derline, different examiners may apply different interpretations.  

Thus, one Level II Examiner may consider a particular weld accept

able, whereas a second Examiner may consider the same level of 

weld defects as not acceptable.  

Based on normal requirements applicable to feedwater pip

ing, there were no rejectable weld defect conditions which would 

affect weld integrity, or the ability of the pipe welds to per

form satisfactorily.  

None of the minor weld defects apparent involving primari

ly slag or tungsten inclusions or porosity would either cause or 

contribute to the type of nozzle, or pipe cracking conditions de

scribed in Nuclear Regulatory Commission Bulletin IE 79-13.  

The weld appearance is good and adequate for weld joints 

welded to American National Standards Institute ANSI B31.1, or 

B31.7, and to Section I of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 

Code.  

In one weld joint identified as weld , which had been 

examined separately, and was not reviewed by this examiner, the 

initial radiographic examination had identified a "root" condi

tion as lack of fusion (LF), or lack of penetration (LP). The 

weld joint was subsequently removed and examined from the inside.  

This examination confirmed that neither lack of penetration nor
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lack of fusion was apparent. The surface indics n sos9 

for this interpretation actually involved a root mismatch, which 

tends to occur, on occasion, on weld joints between elbow and pipe 

sections. This condition would not have represented a defect con

dition requiring repair, even under current Codes.  

Inconsequential internal weld defects which do not reduce 

significantly the pipe wall thickness at the locations of the 

weld joints, and which do not tend to propagate into cracks, gen

erally should not be repaired by welding. The reason is that 

the weld repairs tend to produce higher levels of localized res

idual stresses. These are far more significant than the inconse

quential internal weld defects.  

There have been many instances where excessive weld repairs 

have subsequently led to cracking (usually starting in the adja

cent base metal), whereas the original welds did not evidence 

cracking originating from weld defects.  

In most piping systems, a high residual stress, which is 

not detectable on radiographic films or in ultrasonic examina

tions, may be far more detrimental to the integrity of a weld

ment than a weld defect such as a slag line, porosity, or even 

lack of fusion, which does not extend significantly through the 

pipe wall thickness.  

The weld defect conditions apparent in the butt welds ex

amined in the feedwater piping covered by this report are con

sidered entirely inconsequential, and not of a type which result 

in weld failures. This applies even to piping systems subject 

to significant fatigue. If such significant fatigue should occur 

with or without corrosion (i.e., fatigue or corrosion fatigue),
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the resulting cracking will tend to initiate ad 64y 

the inside surface through the wall thickness in the base metal 

along either side of the weld joint. This has been confirmed by 

large numbers of failure analyses performed on piping systems 

subject to fatigue, and involving piping in fossil fuel power 

plants, nuclear power plants, petrochemical plants, paper mills 

and other installations.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The butt welds in the feedwater piping adjacent to,,the 

flanges on the "A" and "B" Risers represent acceptable quality 

levels in accordance with the requirements of ANSI B31.1 and B31.7.  

The weld defects apparent represent intermittent defect 

conditions generally considered acceptable in radiographic film 

interpretation standards applicable to weld joints in critical 

high-temperature high-pressure piping.  

These defects have not reduced the integrity of the feed

water pipe welds involved. They will not result in failures in 

piping systems subject to fatigue and/or corrosion fatigue.  

Repair by welding of specific isolated weld defects would 

not improve further the acceptable level of integrity of the pip

ing.  

The radiographic examinations also confirm the absence of 

cracking in the nozzle, elbow, or welding neck flange base mater

ials, where cracking in some feedwater system piping has occur

red in other nuclear power plants.  

The feedwater piping at the "A"t and "B" riser connections 

is suitable for continued service.
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FEEDWATER PIPING 

"A" - Riser FOR INFor: 
AND/CR R7 

Weld Film Accept
Identification Section Interpretation ance Comments 

"A" 1-ELB 1-2 . PB TA OK Porosity and 
entrapped weld 

2-3 PB OK splatter 

3-4 SA, P OK 
4-1 PA AA OK Porosity and 

entrapped weld 
splatter 

"A" 1-FLG 1-2 PA OK 
2-3 SA A OK 
3-4 T S A$ TA OK 
4-1 A' SA' A OK 

"A" 2-ELB 1-2 PA, SA OK 
2-3 PB' SA OK Fig. 3 entrap

ped splatter 
3-4 PB A OK 
4-1 PB' SA OK Entrapped splat

ter 

"A" 2-FLG 1-2 P ,CC OK 
2-3 PA' TA OK 
3-4 S A PA OK 
4-1 PA' A OK 

"A" 3-ELB 1-2 P, S OK 
2-3 B A OK Entrapped splat

ter Fig. 4 
3-4 BTA OK 
4-1 PA OK 

"A" 3-FLG 1-2 P OK 
2-3 PA S OK 
3-4 A Film section 

missing 
4-1 PA OK 

"A" 5-ELB 1-2 P , S , TA OK 
2-3 OK 
3-4 TA OK 
4-1 PA T A OK Entrapped weld 

splatter 

"A" 5-FLG 1-2 PA OK 
2-3 P OK 
3-4 A OK 
4-1 B TA OK Entrapped weld 

splatter
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Weld Film Accept

Identification Section Interpretation ance Comments 

"A" 6-ELB 1-2 PA' TA SA OK Entrapped weld 

2-3 P T Osplatter 
-OK Convexity 

3-4 CT OK 
4-1A A A OK 

"A" 6-FLG 1-2 PA' SA OK 
2-3 CCA OK Fig. 5 root beat 

edge surface 
condition 

3-4 PA OK Fig. 6 root beac 
edge (probably 
partially 
ground) 

4-1 PA, TA, CCA OK 

"A" 7-ELB 1-2 TA, BTA OK 
2-3 PA OK 
3-4 PA S OK 
4-1 PB, B4 A OK Fig. 7 cluster 

of porosity.  

NOTE: Weld ap
pears to have 
been taper 

"A" 7-FLG 1-2 P ,SA OK 
2-3 A S OK 
3-4 PA' A OK 
4-1 A OK 

Belmut Thielsch, PE
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FEEDWATER PIPING 

"B" - Riser FOR INIORMATION 
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Weld Film Accept
Identification Section Interpretation ance Comments 

"B" 1-ELB 1-2 PA OK 
2-3 PB, CCA OK Fig. 8 entrappec 

weld splatter 
3-4 CCA OK 
4-1 PAP TA CCA OK 

"B" 1-FIG 1-2 PA, CCA OK 
2-3 P CCA OK 
3-4 P, OK 
4-1 TA SA OK Cluster porositi 

"B" 2-ELB 1-2 P A SA OK 
2-3 PB OK Entrapped weld 

splatter 
3-4 BTA TA PA OK 
4-1 PA OK Root bead edges, 

"B" 2-FLG 1-2 P OK 
2-3 OK 
3-4 PA OK Root bead edge 
4-1 PA OK 

"B" 3-ELB 1-2 PA OK 
2-3 P T , OK Fig. 9 
-4A TA' CCA OK 

4-1 A AOK 

"B" 3-FLG 1-2 P CC OK 
2-3 PA CCA OK 
3-4 PA CCA OK 
4-1 PA TA OK 

A' A 

"B" 5-ELB 1-2 P T OK 
2-3 P' A P BT OK 
3-4 PA A A OK 
4-1 PA' B A OK 

"B" 5-FLG 1-2 PA, T , CCA, BTA OK 
2-3 P T OK 
3-4 TA OK 
4-1 A' A OK 

"B" 6-ELB 1-2 PA, TA, CCA OK 
2-3 T P OK 
3-4A' A OK Root bead edge 
4-1A' A OK AKTA
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Identification Section Interpretation ance Comments 

"B" 6-FLG 1-2 CCA, SAY TA OK 
2-3 OK 
3-4 8 
4-1 SAs PA OK 

"B" 7-ELB 1-2 PA' TA OK 
2-3 PA OK Root bead edge 
3-4 OK 
4-1 PA, TA OK Root bead edge 

"B" 7-FLG 1-2 P OK 
2-3 A' A OK 
3-4 ,A SA, OK 
4-1 AP SA OK 

Helmut Thielsch, PE
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Unrealistic quality 
assurance: a crack in 
nuclear piping integrity 
Well-intentioned quality assurance programs 
may actually cause failures in some cases 

By HELMUT TIlELSCH, I Rupture of 12 in. outside diameter stainless steel 
Vice President, Research, Development, elbow due to cracking along weld overlaid heat 
and Engineering, ITT Grinnell Corp., affected zone adjacent to seam weld.  
Providence, LI.  

In recent years, much has been said 
about unrealistic and excessively 
tight quality assurance require
ments applied to nuclear power 
plants that have increased plant 
costs by many millions of dollars 
without contributing to greater 
plant system integrity. Increasingly 
tight requirements are being applied 
to the materials utilized in piping 
systems, valves, vessels, contain
ment and other components in nu
clear power plants.  

Many unrealistic rejections are 
related to a lack of understanding of 
engineering materials and their per
formance. Thus, understanding the 
characteristics of engineering mate
rials and their performance in dif
ferent shapes in specific service en- rework to provide "cosmetic" im- overgrinding, which reduced the 
vironments is essential to more proved appearance. base metal wall thickness exces
realistic quality assurance pro- Unrealistic or misunderstood sively, he subsequently applied a 
grams. quality assurance may rt'It in ex- weld overlay extending by I in. over 

Responsible materials engineer- cessive repairs of engineering mate- the base metal beyond the original 
ing includes recognition that al- rials. Such repairs, although butt weld. The particular stainless 
though plants must be safe and reli- improving the "interpretability" of steel involved is subject to severe 
able and must utilize materials and inspection results, may in fact re- grain growth in the heat affected 
products that meet code require- zone, which exhibits lower high 
ments, they must be engineered and components. A severe catastrophic strength properties at elevated tem
constructed at the lowest possible failure, for example, was caused by perature than either base metal or 
cost. excessive cosmetic grinding of a the weld metal. The cracking that 

The overall purpose of quality as- stainless steel fitting. The ruptured 
surance is to avoid service failures. seam welded elbow involved is This artice is based ona paper presented at 
Failures, obviously, may have beenEngineering Con
caused by defects in materials,oe s ea w i n e1instin g a Chicago. Ill on November 5. 1975 causd b deect inmatrias, f th sem wld n te 1 in stin- under the sponsorship of James 0. Rice As
products, or design, but failures less steel elbow, the Manufacturer sociates, Inc., 4W Madison Ave., New York, have also been caused by excessive ground the weld seam. Because of NY 10017.  

Heating/PipingAir CUndntioning, May 1976 59
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Improving the 
interpretability of 
inspection results, 
may in fact reduce 
the integrity of the 
repaired components 

5 Illustration of typical surface lap on 14 in. seamless carbon steel pipe.  

6 Photo A (left) shows surface laps on seamless 20 in. outside diameter Schedule 
80 (1.031 in. wall) carbon steel pipe from 0.023 to 0.056 in. deep representing 
2.2 to 4.9 percent of the pipe wall thickness. Photo B (right) shows surface lap 
on seamless 26 in. outside diameter by 0.975 wall carbon steel pipe 0.075 in.  
deep representing 8.6 percent of pipe wall thickness.  

rewelding was necessary at the nu- Whereas piping material specifi- When specific problems then arise 
clear power plant construction site. catons broadly define welding pro- during production welding, it often 
Major schedule delays and high cesses, variations in the processes becomes extremely difficult or at 
costs resulted. Grinding or filing and/or procedures can result in de- times impractical or even impossi
across a few selected surface laps fects not readily detectable. On the ble to make changes in specific 
was an entirely acceptable proce- average, pipe and fitting seam welds welding procedures or parameter 
dure that confirmed that the laps in welded without filler metal tend to details. For example, on one nu
the particular piping were com- be superior to seam welds made clea project, the welding of con
pletely inconsequential (Fig. 6). The with filler metal. The reason is that tainment pipe sections involved 
specific manufacturer's pipe prod- for welding seams in piping and fit- both welds in 24 in. diameter pipe 
ucts were thus proven entirely tings without filler metal, the inert located 12 in. from the containment 
acceptable. gas tungsten arc welding processes wall. The pipe had been prepared 

Many similar resolutions applied must be employed. Thus, less rigid with J-bevel preparationinvolving a 
to various other piping products can inspection requirements should 10 deg taper on the J-bevel. The 
be cited. Additional examples in apply to fittings and pipe seams welders had problems with elec
stainless steel pipe, forged fittings, welded without filler metal. trode manipulation because of inter
and forged valves, where surface With respect to shop fabrication ference from the containment wall 
defects have been confirmed as ac- or field erection, welding proce- (Fig. 10). The weld deposits were 
ceptable by material and mechani- dures generally are pre-established unevenly filled; i.e., each weld lay
cal test analyses, are shown in Figs. and written with rther tight control er was an angle rather than parallel 7 to 9. over various welding parameters. to the centerline (Fig. 11). The weld
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13 Examples of microfisaures in Type 316 stainless steel weld joints containing 
12 Delta ferrite measurements around I percent delta ferrite (Photo A Ief) and 10 percent delta ferrite (Photo 
circumference of 2 in. wide butt weld B right) Both photos are reproduced at 100 X magnification.  
in 14 in. outside diameter by 1.25 in.  
wall Type 316 stainless steel pipe.  

14 Views of socket weld in Type 304 
stainless steel coupling with severe 
sensitization along inside surface of 
pipe as confirmed by ASTM oxalic acid 
sensitization etch test evidencing a 
ditched grain structure. Photo at left 
is a 1 X magnification the bottom left 
100 X; and bottom right 500 X. a w pc 

Na-

15 Example of sensitization along the 
inside surface of pipe sensitized by 

h a normal pipe forming. Photo at top is 
* , t 25 X magnification; bottom photo 

Bo at 500 X magniication.  

struct1on, or erection procedures. stainless steel welds in the chemical 
Rather tight requirements have industry also confirms that fully J 

been applied to weld deposits in austenitic weld deposits have not 
stainless steel piping with respect to failed in service, even though m-  
delta ferrite levels. Many welds crofissures were present. In fact, 
have been rejected and have re- microfissures can be present in 
quired rewelding because they con- welds with delta ferrite contents of 
tained delta ferrite levels of less 10 to 15 percent (Fig. 13). The weld
than 5 percent or greater than 15 deposits nevertheless exhibit high 
percent. Extensive delta ferrite levels of integrity. 0.1 p 
measurements from various nuclear Delta ferrite measurements made 
power plant projects showed levels on stainless steel castings installed 
as low as % percent or even as high in many nuclear power plants have 
as 25 percent or higher. An example shown levels ranging from 0 to as 
of low ferrite levels in an entirely high as 50 percent. These castings 
acceptable weld in Class I piping is provide satisfactory service in nu
shown in Fig. 12. Experience with clear power plant installations, even 

Heating1Piping5Air Conditioning, May 1976t



19 Another illustration of shimming of 
stainless steel pipe with stainless 
steel strip metal in carbon steel 
support assembly.  

22 Example of rust surface layer on 
stainless steel pipe adjacent to weld 

21 Examples of carbon steel U-bolts deposit made by shielded metal 
on stainless steel pipe involving arc welding.  outdoor installation in chemical plant.  

20 Carbon steel pipe clamp and carbon 
steel slip-on flanges on stainless 2Thnsraelayer o tils selppinfossil fuel power plant. seel pipe adjacent to lug weld made by inert gas tungsten arc welding.  

Excessive surface cleaning to remove 
every spot of rust does not result 
in greater piping integrity 

clusions and porosity and. to thickness areas below minimum de- manner adversely affecting the in
minimize weld rejections and re- sign wall thickness requirements, as tegrity of the piping, vessels, com
pairs; determined by ultrasonic examina- ponents, and systems.  

* Resolutions and acceptance of tions, and/or actual measurements. Materials engineering know-how 
various "contaminations" apparent e Examination and resolution of and extensive performance experi
on stainless steel weld, pipe, and piping materials, pumps, valves, ences of the respective components 
vessel surfaces, and including dis- and/or pipe supports subject to fire in various environments are essen
coloration, rust, chemicals, etc. exposure. tial ingredients in the resolution 

* Reducing gas purging require- e Evaluation, resolution, and ac- process. Much can be learned in this 
ments without affecting weld qual- ceptance of linear indications in respect from product performance 
ity of pipe butt welds. weld deposits, weld repairs, or weld and failure analysis experiencts in 

* Resolutions of weld rejections cladding overlays detected by liquid the chemical and petrochemical 
involving "excessive" weld rein- penetrant examination after surface plants, fossil fuel power plants, 
forcement on the underside of weld grinding, paper mis, and mining and metal 
joints as estimated by radiographic Many more examples could be processing plants.  
or ultrasonic examinations. cited! Total support of this by the utili

* Review resolution and accep- By realistically evaluating the ty's management is essential. If eftance of Class III or Class II piping characteristics and performance of fectively implemented, the result 
installed in Class II or Class I piping the materials used in nuclear power would be reliable nuclear power systems. plants and applying these results in plants at lower costs.  

* Acceptance of carbon steel to the specification and interpretation Similar reduction in costs and im
chromium-moybdenum dissimilar of quality assurance requirements, provements in quality and integrity 
weld joints that were welded with- very significant cost reductions can have been identified with respect to 
out preheat treatment. be realized on many current nuclear repair and maintenance, and insAcceptance of valves with wall power plant projects without in any service inspection.  
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